
 



 

HOSTS 

 

Kate Speakman and Diane Pereira 

Like all great love affairs, this one started during a MUST show. Kate was a fresh-

faced first year, writing eloquent (and slightly concerning) monologues about women 

murdering their partners. Diane was a seasoned second-year actor, excited to spend 

an hour a night cutting people out of paper. Kate and Diane have been movie 

cuddling, awkward dancing, dumpling eating buddies since that day. They’re here to 

wish you a hap birday, they’re KSpeak and DanPer. 

 

Paris Balla and Dylan Marshall  

In 2016 Paris and Dylan were the best of friends, performing in countless (at least 

three) productions with MUST and the Shakespeare Company. This friendship 

culminated in Radio Monash’s smash hit, The Thespian Pedestrian. Despite being 

renewed for another three years, this paradise came crashing down and the show 

came to an end. The former friends have not been seen together since. In the hopes 

of rekindling their friendship, CabFest curators have paired the two together. 

Hopefully they show up and don’t leave each other hanging. 

 

BATFEST | Batman and Robin 

Who better to bring you into the night than the dynamic duo of Batman and Robin. 

While crime strikes the MUST Space, they’ll guide you through the nights 

performances all the while dealing with fists, bombs, and their own incompetence. 

 

 

 

 

Callum Cheah 

I don’t know what I’m doing, and you won’t either.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theodore Murray | Queer Night 

Theodore Murray is an activist, advocate, and aesthete, whose work is supporting 

and inspiring the next generation of queer youth. This year, he has dedicated 

himself to coordinating the fundraising, distribution and events for a national queer 

magazine, Querelle. He is also doing publicity and photography work in queer 

theatre, and curating workshops on queer diversity on the side. In his spare time he 

is working for a national arbitration institution and writing an honours thesis in 

public law. 

 

Thomas Thorpe and Earl Marrows | Mannix Night  

Tom: A cool guy from a cold place that loves jazz.  

Earl: A bald guy from a warm place that writes jazz (poorly). 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday 31st July | HOSTS: PARIS BALLA AND DYLAN MARSHALL | Joe Fisher (Circus) | Callum 

Cheah (Music) | Grief - Diana Laichyk (Dance) | Love and Murder - Alana Dare and Samantha Hafey-Bagg 

(Cabaret) | Izzy Bellissima (Burlesque) | Sofa, So Good - Ashton Turner (Musical Comedy) | Millennial Love 

- Sam Porter and Samantha Hafey-Bagg (Musical Comedy) | Myth and Memory - Michael Walton (Spoken 

Word) 

 

Wednesday 1st August | HOSTS: DIANE PEREIRA AND KATE SPEAKMAN | Middle Ground (Music) | 

Adrian Barbuio (Spoken Word) | Joe Fisher (Circus) | We Need to Talk - David Rose (Standup Comedy) | 

You, Him and Mostly Me - Georgina Bright and Caitlin Harry (Musical Comedy) | Uni’d Help  - Vocally 

Owned (Music) | Sam Porter (Music) | Kindergarten Cabaret - Kelly Wilson (Cabaret) 

 

Thursday 2nd August - MANNIX NIGHT | HOSTS: EARL MARROWS AND THOMAS THORPE | 

Sarah Maher (Music) | Niamh and Jolon (Music) | Kate Speakman and Meghan Wright (Theatre) | Kat 

Kwek and Jacob Chako (Music) | Bella Cavalieri (Music) | and much more!  

 

Friday 3rd August | HOSTS: BATFEST | BATMAN AND ROBIN | K&R (Music) | Indian Fusion | Mahak 

Pahuja (Dance) | Natalie Speechley (Music) | Parent-Teacher Interviews - Callum Straford (Sketch Comedy) 

| The Gaggle (Music) | Dance Diane - Diane Pereira (Dance) | Mopey Ballads and Zesty Bangers III: Tokyo 

Drift – Elly D’Arcy (Musical Comedy) | Clareo (Spoken Word) 

 

Saturday 4th August | HOSTS: DIANE PEREIRA AND KATE SPEAKMAN | Silvio & Matteo: Time After 

Time - The Drag Kings (Drag Comedy) | Mopey Ballads and Zesty Bangers III: Tokyo Drift - Elly D’Arcy 

(Musical Comedy) | Indian Fusion - Mahak Pahuja (Dance) | The Jabberwock - James Walker (Spoken 

Word) | Nina and James (Acrobatics) | Ace of Hearts (Musical) | SketchComedy.exe - Max Paton, Lachlan 

Leisfield, Alice Stewart and Fraser Mitchell (Sketch Comedy) 

 

Tuesday 7th August | HOST: CALLUM CHEAH | MoJO - Monash Jazz Orchestra (Music) | Cabaret Poi - 

Madeleine Remont (Circus) | Adrian Barbuio (Spoken Word) | Silvio & Matteo: Time After Time – Club 

Bacipene (Drag Comedy) | Sofa, So Good - Ashton Turner (Musical Comedy) | You, Him and Mostly Me - 

Georgina Bright and Caitlin Harry (Musical Comedy) | Uni’d Help - Vocally Owned (Music) | Izzy 

Bellissima (Burlesque) 

 

Wednesday 8th August | HOSTS: PARIS BALLA AND DYLAN MARSHALL | Middle Ground (Music) | 

Cabaret Poi - Madeleine Remont (Circus) | Kindergarten Cabaret - Kelly Wilson (Cabaret) | Izzy Bellissima 

(Burlesque) | We Need to Talk - David Rose (Standup Comedy) | Grief - Diana Laichyk (Dance) | Myth and 

Memory - Michael Walton (Spoken Word) | K&R (Music) 

 

Thursday 9th August - QUEER NIGHT | HOST: THEODORE MURRAY from Querelle Magazine | 

MX Jame Halloran | Gemini | The Dandelions | MX Georgie Munro | Artemis Munoz | Darwent and Gray | 

Ezra | Caleb Darwent | Annabelle T Ballard | Tarsha | Clareo | Cordelia Attenborough | Pip Latham | 

Bastian and G | Jalen Lyle-Holmes | Pixy Styx | Cutie Patooties | Freddoe Carey | Yucky 

 

Friday 10th August | HOSTS: BATFEST | BATMAN AND ROBIN | Ace of Hearts (Musical) | Parent-

Teacher Interviews - Callum Straford (Sketch Comedy) | Nina and James (Acrobatics) | The Jabberwock - 

James Walker (Spoken Word) | Mopey Ballads and Zesty Bangers III: Tokyo Drift - Elly D’Arcy (Musical 

Comedy) | Dance Diane - Diane Pereira (Dance) | Callum Cheah (Music)  

 

Saturday 11th August | HOST: CALLUM CHEAH | Nina and James (Acrobatics) | Millennial Love - Sam 

Porter and Samantha Hafey-Bagg (Musical Comedy) | Callum Cheah (Music) | Joe Fisher (Circus) | The 

Gaggle (Music) | SketchComedy.exe - Max Paton, Lachlan Lesifield, Alice Stewart and Fraser Mitchell 

(Sketch Comedy) | Natalie Speechley (Music) | Love and Murder - Alana Dare and Samantha Hafey-Bagg 

(Cabaret) 

 



 

PERFORMERS (A - Z) 

 

Ace of Hearts 

Welcome to 2018 - the age of sexual liberation. But a world of freedom brings new 

expectations. At 19 years old, Kiera is still a virgin, and risks being cast aside if she 

doesn’t act soon. This 15 minute act is an abridged version of Ace Of Hearts: The 

Musical, premiering in 2019. 

 

 

Adrian Barbuio 

Catharsis in allegory form, I present the framework of adversity and fear. I ask of those 

who hear my works to crawl out of their comfortable spaces and confront those 

moments, wherein one's indelible nature is brought to the very brink of its own 

collapse, before coming to a new level of emotional and intellectual being. 

 

 

Cabaret Poi | Madeleine Remont 

Poi is a circus art that has been around for a long time. Its origins are rooted in Maori 

culture (where poi means ball on a cord). Women would poi dance to keep their hands 

flexible for weaving, whilst men would poi dance for strength and coordination for 

battle. Modern poi is performed globally with normal, LED and fire poi. For a cabaret 

version, I will be poi dancing to electronic swing music. 

 

Callum Cheah 

Mixing folk story telling and punk sensibilities with a lo-fi bedroom pop sound, Callum 

Cheah presents a small collection of eclectic original songs on love, loss and life as an 

angsty teen in the modern world. Sometimes chill, sometimes clamorous, always 

catchy. 

 

 

Clareo 
Clareo (she/they) enjoys feeling the textures in words, phrases, til they create a whole 
landscape of poetic bliss. Clareo is a visual, verbal and visceral artist who delights in 
word play and spontaneity. She has an affinity with her emotions, as diverse as they 
are, as diverse as she is. Clareo is a bisexual woman who revels in the quirkiness of 
being queer. 
 

 

Dance Diane | Diane Pereira 

Diane Dances. Hilarity ensues.  

 

 

 

 

 

Grief  | Diana Laichyk 

When musicians experience grief they sing about it. Writers - write about it. So if you 

can't sing, or write - you talk and dance about it. A woman, after being betrayed by her 

lover, goes through the motions of denial, anger, bargaining, depression and 

acceptance. But what happens after? What kind of woman does she become? 

 



 

Indian Fusion | Mahak Pahuja 

This dance portrays the blissful state when you meet someone who changes your life 

forever. It feels like rainbows, butterflies and love. It makes you feel lost, but 

enlightened. This performance epitomises all the feelings and emotions of love and 

happiness. It will leave you breathless.  

 

 

Izzy Bellissima 

Izzy Bellissima possesses a passion for the stage; whether it's through sultry singing 

performances, fire twirling acts or captivating burlesque routines. With a Performing 

Arts degree under her belt she has spent the past year dazzling audiences across 

Melbourne with her long legs, exotic looks and captivating stage presence. Izzy's a 

performer who's not to be missed! 

 

The Jabberwock | James Walker 

There is a place, not far; of this, I am certain. 

This is a spoken word performance with musical accompaniment; courtesy of the talents 

of violinist Elly D’Arcy and electronica musician Humphrey Cheung. Inspired by Lewis 

Carroll’s poem of the same name, “The Jabberwock” tells Alice’s story and her place in 

both worlds astride the looking glass. 

 

Joe Fisher 

Joe Fisher’s unique mix of world-class juggling skill and rhythmic intuition has seen 

him perform to acclaim in six countries. Now he has collaborated with lighting designer 

Georgie Wolfe to create a groundbreaking fusion of juggling, movement and light. An 

exercise in precision and timing, this is not to be missed.  

 

 

Kindergarten Cabaret | Kelly Wilson 

Kelly Wilson is five (or at least it’s no stretch of the imagination). In Kindergarten 

Cabaret she wants to tell you EVERYTHING! She’s boisterous and giggly and has 

personality twice her height. She’s so excited to meet everyone! So get down to the party 

and stop growing up! 

 

 

K&R 

K&R are a sophisticated acoustic duo that perform jazz and blues inspired pieces - from 

jazz standards right through to modern day pop songs. K&R’s passion for performance 

is evident when they perform, establishing an engaging energy within a room. Their 

music creates a fantastic atmosphere at any event - get your dancing shoes on! 

 

 

Love and Murder | Alana Dare and Samantha Hafey-Bagg and ensemble  

"The more you love someone, the more you want to kill them" 

Love and Murder is a dark, sexy, cabaret style piece exploring the passions of women 

through song, movement, and spoken word. This collaborative work by Samantha 

Hafey-Bagg and Alana Dare is the coming together of stories of love and hate based on 

real life murderesses, classic stories, and our own experiences. 

 



 

Middle Ground | Bastian and G 

Local testosterone boy and harlequin girl. We are what happens when you get two 

singer-songwriters together, throw in a theatre degree and an obsession with 'Spotify 

Discover'; just give us a few days to find a key that we can both sing in (aka the perfect 

middle ground).  

 

 

Millennial Love | Sam Porter and Samantha Hafey-Bagg 

Sam and Sam’s ‘Millennial Love’ was the accident born from an amalgamation of 

random ideas that somehow formed together. Originally written for Izzy Bellissima’s 

“Netflix & Chill” cabaret evenings, it tells a story of love, loss and the Walking Dead and 

sheds some light on the modern intricacies and problems of dating in the 21st Century. 

Featuring (mostly) original music by both Sams, this silly story is sure to have you 

laughing, crying and cringing. 

 

MoJO 

The Monash Jazz Orchestra, brought to you by the Monash University Philharmonic 

Society, is coming to MUST CabFest for a spectacular set of live jazz music! Come along 

to see the brilliant and talented musicians of MoJO bring you swinging classics, 

soothing vocal ballads, as well as some funky modern hits. Few things compare to the 

deep, punchy sound of big band jazz, so don't miss it! 

 

Myth and Memory | Michael Walton 

The memories of the present that we wish were buried, and the myths of the past, are 

wound around our understanding of ourselves and our culture. They shape who we 

are. Our words carry these: layer upon layer of myth and memory encrusting the 

sounds we make, colouring our understanding of the world. These layers are visible, 

and the spectres of the past still twine between our streets in the shadows of the 

streetlights, if only you know where to look. 

 

Natalie Speechley 

Natalie Speechley is a folk-pop singer-songwriter with a background in musical theatre, 

influenced by artists Lucy Rose, The Staves, and Dodie Clark. She writes to help 

navigate the ups and downs of life, with a focus on themes of chaos and moving on. 

Following a special performance at the 2018 MUST Season Launch, Natalie is excited 

to be back at the Cabaret Festival for another year. 

 

Nina and James 

Love can be difficult to navigate. Perhaps WikiHow can provide some guidance? 

Partner acrobats Nina and James put it to the test. 

 

 

 

 

Parent-Teacher Interviews | Callum Straford 

Who remembers parent-teacher interviews? What a laugh they were! That's why I have 

decided to perform a little sketch about an outrageous and egotistical music teacher on 

parent-teacher interview night. My character is a mixture of Mr G, Michael Scott and 

some of my former high school teachers. Prepare for drama, romance and some 

downright silliness. 



 

Sam Porter 

Sit back and relax whilst listening to some original tunes and covers!  

 

 

 

 

 

Silvio & Matteo: Time After Time | Club Bacipene  

Silvio and Matteo do everything together but when they fall in love with the same girl, 

their friendship gets tested. 

 

 

 

 

Sketch Comedy!!1!11!! | Max Paton, Alice Stewart, Fraser Mitchell and 

Lachlan Leisfield  

SketchComedy.jpeg not found. Sorry, the file you have requested does not exist. It may 

have been moved, had its name changed or be temporarily unavailable.  

 

The following files have also gone missing:  

Programnotes.txt, Greatgags.mpeg, Funnyjokes.mp3, Verygooddancenumber.gif, 

Hahahahalols.exe, Obscurefileextentionhumor.midi, Thisisnotcomedy.zip 

 

Sofa, So Good | Ashton Turner 

Sofa, So Good is what happens when a young lady hangs up her high heels and opts out 

of the night life in favour of finding a fling in a 21st century kind of way. Her first foray 

into the world of dating apps and ‘Netflix and chill’, however, features a few unexpected 

plot twists. 

 

 

The Gaggle - LIVE! 

We’re taking it back… back to blues, jazz and soul music from some of the biggest names 

from last century! Tap your feet to the swinging rhythms of soul queens and funky 

crooners! 

 

 

 

Uni’d Help | Vocally Owned 

Uni got you down? Vocally Owned has your solution, returning to the MUST Cabaret 

Festival with their latest show: "Uni'd Help". Watch as the cast utilises interpretive a 

cappella showstoppers to convey the struggles of being a young adult at a tertiary 

education institution. Perfect for all students, past or present! 

 

 

We Need To Talk | David Rose 

David Rose is a professional comedian. He's written for TV, radio, and online and has 

performed with some of the biggest names in Australian comedy. He's also in his final 

year at Monash University. See him now before he hits it big! 

 

 

 



You, Him and Mostly Me | Georgina Bright and Caitlin Harry 

Coffee and the bubbly feeling of getting a text from your significant other. These are all 

too familiar to Kate. But catching up with her old childhood friend Nancy was not on her 

schedule for her anniversary. As Kate finds herself competing with Nancy's relationship, 

she can't help but question her own with Kevin.  

 

 

Zesty Bangers and Mopey Ballads #3: Tokyo Drift | Elly D’Arcy 

Combining the piano skills of a seven-year-old child with the sensual vocals of an ocker 

Sarah Vaughan, Elly sings of all the blues, joy, and love of being a 21-year-old ginger 

single pringle in the bustling metropolis of Clayton South. Buckle up in the backseat of 

her '98 Hyundai and get set for the Woolies run of your life. 

 

 

 

The CabFest Team 

Co-curators and Producers | Sophie Ashkanasy and Nesceda Blake 

Technical Manager | William Yates 

Floor Managers | Taylor Christie and Liam Webster 

Stage Managers | Kelly Wilson and Isabella Macdonald 

Scenic Design | Adele Cattenazzi 

Lighting Operators | Daniel Coldebella, Patrick Clements-Cramp and Justin Heaton 

Sound Operators | Matthew Wanford, Jimmy Ying and Pamodi Nandasena  

Stage Hands | Anagi Perera, Rosie Watt, Monique Cheng, Sarah Sun, Ashleigh Tascone  

Front of House | Diane Pereira, Laura Aldous, Lucy Rosenblum, Xinying Yu, Jax Thai, Ryan Hamilton, 

Diana Shmukler, Rosie Watt and Mingchun Lu 

Follow Spot Operators | Charly Moodie, Akshay M Nair, Monique Cheng, Anagi Perera and Austen Paul 

Graphic Design | Chandana Anand  

Poster Photography | Sarah Walker 

Performance Photographers | Aleks Corke, Jaimi Houston and James Lu 

 

About MUST 

MUST, or Monash Uni Student Theatre, is an engine room of creativity, a department of the Monash 

Student Association run by two professional theatre makers that creates vibrant, innovative theatre by and 

with Monash students, for everybody. Our works are diverse, ranging from new text-based and devised 

pieces to bold adaptations; from large-scale immersive work to intimate experiments, events, festivals and 

exhibitions. Nearly all roles on and off stage are performed by students, with necessary training & 

mentorship provided. Our emerging artists actively shape our annual program and our growing culture at 

MUST.  

 

MUST Staff  

Artistic Director | Yvonne Virsik Technical Manager | Jason Lehane  

And hundreds of enterprising students!  

(ph) 9905 8173 (email) msa-must@monash.edu/must  

(web) msa.monaash.edu (FB) facebook.com/musttheatre 

 

Coming up at MUST | End Transmission: An Immersive Sci-Fi Experience (From Sept 5) & Holloway: A 

New Musical (From Oct 4) | Also check out our friends from the Monash Shakespeare Company! 

 

Special Thanks to | Yvonne Virsik and Jason Lehane; Michele Fredregill, Elizaveta Dilanyan and Damian 

Petrov from MSA Marketing; Gillian Lee, Patrick Collins, Catriona Cowie, Earl Marrows, Griffin Walsh, 

Georgia Kate Bell, Jimmy Ying, Kate Speakman, Gary Blake, Louise Gaynor, Sam Hulse, Diane Pereira, 

MSA Finance, Monash Venues, Justin Gardam and John Collopy. 
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